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QUESTION 2
B = Measurement used for CPU speed
C = Program used to make and edit videos
D = A firewall is a network security device/software

that monitors incoming and outgoing network traffic
and permits or blocks data packets based on a set of
security rules.
E = The Portable Document Format (PDF) is a file

format developed by Adobe that cannot easily be
dedited
G = The HTML <table> cellspacing Attribute is used

to specify the space between the cells.
The cellspacing attribute is set in terms of pixels.
Attribute Values: pixels: It sets the space between
the cells in terms of pixels.
K = A router is a networking device that forwards data

packets between computer networks. ... A packet is
typically forwarded from one router to
another router through the networks that constitute an
internetwork (e.g. the Internet) until it reaches its
destination node.
M = In computing, a service pack comprises a

collection of updates, fixes (Patches), or enhancements
to a software program delivered in the form of a single
installable package.
O = Excel COUNTIF Function. Summary. COUNTIF is

an Excel function to count cells in a range that meet a
single condition. Count cells that match criteria. A
number representing cells counted. =COUNTIF (range,
criteria) range - The range of cells to count. criteria The criteria that controls which cells should be counted.
S = Access control is a security technique that

regulates who or what can view or use resources in
a computing environment. ... Physical access
control limits access to campuses, buildings, rooms
and physical IT assets. Logical access control limits
connections to computer networks, system files and
data.
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